
Panther Time Frequently Asked Student Questions 
 
1)  When do I go eat lunch? 
          Students with last names beginning with A-J will eat A Lunch in the cafeteria. 
          Students with last names beginning with K-Z will eat B Lunch in the cafeteria. 
 
2)  How many lines are in the cafeteria? 

Two Lines. One entry door is to the left when you face the kitchen of the cafeteria and one is to the right. 
 
3)  Can I bring food from home? 
 Absolutely!  Feel free to bring a packed lunch from home to eat during Panther Time. 
 
4)  Can I move from table to table in the cafeteria? 

Students are expected to come into the dining room and either go to a lunch line or sit at a table with friends. 
Students should remain seated in the cafeteria. 

 
5)  Can I go to the restroom after entering the cafeteria? 

Yes.  Feel free to access the restrooms located directly across from the dining room entrance doors at any time 
during lunch. 

 
6)  Can I pull chairs up to a different table in the cafeteria so I can sit with my friends? 

No chairs should be moved in the cafeteria. Please plan to have enough seating area for the group in which you 
wish to seat during the entire lunch block.  

 
7)  Can I eat at the picnic tables located outside of the cafeteria? 

Feel free to sit at the picnic tables during lunch on pleasant days.  The same rules that apply in the cafeteria apply 
to students who are sitting at the picnic tables. Students are not permitted to move the picnic tables.  

 
8)  Can I go to lunch during the time frame that doesn’t coincide with my last name? 

In order to do this, you must pre-arrange it with the teacher and be in the teacher’s room for a legitimate purpose 
such as re-taking a test or meeting with a club.  In addition, you must have a note from the teacher with whom you 
will be staying which states you have their permission to be in a lunch other than your own.  If you are in a lunch 
other than your assigned lunch without a note, you will be subject to disciplinary action such as lunch detention. 
 
Also, students cannot attend both lunches on the same day.  If students are abusing the privileges of Panther Time 
and are attempting to go to both lunches on any given day, these students will face disciplinary consequences. 

     
9)  Am I required to have my Student ID at lunch? 

Having your ID with you at lunch will allow you to get through the lunch lines quickly. If you do not have your 
ID, you will be required to wait to be served after all students with ID’s have been served.   
 

10)  How should the cafeteria look when I leave? 
It should be clean.  Staff will be walking around the cafeteria with trashcans during lunch.  Deposit your trash in 
the trashcans when the staff member comes by your table or when you exit the cafeteria at the bell.  Be sure to 
deposit all of your trash in the trash cans before leaving the cafeteria and push chairs in as you found them. 

 
11)  Is there a tardy bell that rings which signifies that I am required to be in the lunchroom and/ or Tutorials? 

Yes.  A tardy bell will ring for both lunches.  If you are in the hall without a note at that point, you will be swept 
to ALC by a teacher on duty in the hallways.  Once swept to ALC, a student will be subject to the tardy policy as 
outlined in the Student Code of Conduct. 

 
12)  Can I take my lunch to a teacher’s classroom and eat? 

Most teachers allow students to eat in their classrooms. If you are planning on eating in a teacher’s classroom, you 
must pre-arrange this with the teacher and have a note that indicates you will be in their classroom during your 
designated lunch time.  If your teacher does allow you to eat in their classroom, you must dispose of trash in the 
trashcans before leaving their room.   



 
13)  Where can I not eat? 

Students are not allowed to eat in hallways, stairwells, media center, Distance Learning Lab, Computer Labs, or 
Auditorium.   

 
14)  Where do I go during the ½ hour when I am not in the cafeteria? 

Students are given flexibility and independence if grades do not require a tutorial.  Areas that are open during 
lunch are the Media Center, Computer Lab 204, the Auxiliary and Competition gyms, and weight room. In 
addition, teacher classroom are open on certain days of the week as designated by the Panther Time departmental 
schedule.  Also, club advisors will have announced club meetings during the week. 

 
15)  How do I know which days of the week I can go to certain teachers for Tutorials? 

Your teachers will post the tutorial schedules outside of their doors and morning announcements will remind 
students each morning which classes are open for tutorials.  

 
16)  What are the expectations for each of these SMART lunch venues? 

Library (Max of 70 students)  
Feel free to do research, work on papers, study in groups, read for enjoyment, work on homework with partners, 
collaborate on different projects, etc. in a conversational voice.  Students are expected to maintain a semi-quiet 
work environment. Students may work in groups and talk quietly in their groups. Students may use this time 
socially provided the furniture does not move around the Media Center. Students may use the computers 
recreationally with the use of Ear buds and following the Student Technology Agreement.  
 
Computer Lab 204 (Max of 32 students) 
Feel free to come in and work on projects, write papers, do research on assignments or research colleges and 
universities, and collaborate with other students.  Students must maintain a quiet wok area. Cell phones may be 
used. Ear buds must be worn when listening to electronic devices. Recreational computer time may be used 
during this time. No more than one student at any computer unless discretion is given by the teachers. Students 
must follow the Student Technology Agreement for all computer use.  
 
Competition (New) Gym (Max of 50 students) 
Students have opportunities to participate in different athletic activities that are provided by the PE coaches.  If 
students enter the gyms, they are expected to participate in the activities.  Proper footwear needs to be worn to 
participate in the athletic events. Students will not be given the opportunity to change clothes or have access to the 
locker rooms during SMART Lunch. 
 
Auxiliary (Old) Gym (Max of 100 students) 
Relaxed area where students can socialize, study, and enjoy each other’s company in a relaxed atmosphere.  
Students must sit in bleachers and cannot walk around. Students may use their cell phones and sit in small groups.  
 
Weight Room (Max of 40)  
Students have the opportunity to lift weights under the direction of our strength and conditioning staff. The 
regular weight room rules are to be followed.  Students may wear street clothes to lift in but must have proper 
athletic shoes. Students must receive instruction from one of the following weightlifting teachers in order to stay 
in the weightroom : S. Allard, N. Davis, M. Barnett, T. Jones  

 
Tutorials (Max seats determined by teacher)  
Teachers expect you to come into their classrooms prepared to work on concepts that may be causing you 
academic challenges.  Teachers provide small group instruction, individualized instruction, and may group 
students together to assist each other.  Students may also utilize the time to make up missed quizzes or tests.  If 
you are disrupting the learning process, a teacher has the right to refer you to “choices” or administration. 

 
17)  How are grades tied into Panther Time? 

During the first 3 weeks of each semester, it is recommended that each student attend at least one tutorial for each 
of their classes.  At each 3 week progress report, students’ grades are evaluated and Panther Time requirements 
can change.  Students who have A’s or B’s after each progress report are not required to go to classroom tutorials 



for the classes in which they have earned A’s or B’s. “A” and “B” students can choose from all of the other 
venues Panther Time has to offer.  Students who have earned C after progress reports are issued are required to go 
to at least one tutorial for the classes in which they have earned C before the next progress report comes out.  
Students who are making a D in classes or are failing classes are required to go to tutorials for these classes at 
least once a week until they have improved the grade based on the next progress report. 

 
18)  How do I get credit for being in a tutorial? 

You are required to sign in at each tutorial you attend.  In order to receive credit for being in your tutorial, you 
must be in the tutorial for its duration. 

  
19) What happens if I don’t go to my required tutorials? 

Your names will be forwarded to your grade level administrator at the end of each 3 week period by your teacher 
and you will be required to serve Panther Time Detention in ALC or Structured Lunch and your parent will be 
contacted.  Repeated failure to report to your required tutorials will result in disciplinary action by administration. 

 
20)  Can I go from one classroom to another during the tutorial time? 

Students are permitted to go from room to room, only if receiving permission from a teacher and obtaining a pass 
from the teacher. Students should check with both teachers to ensure it is okay for movement during tutorials. 

 
21)  What if I need to be picked up by my parents for an appointment during Panther Time? 

We discourage any appointments during Panther Time because this is such a vital part of your school day.  If you 
must schedule an appointment during Panther Time, it is your responsibility to communicate to your parents 
where you will be on the day that you are to be picked up.  If you do not communicate this with you parents, they 
may be required to wait until Panther Time is over before you are located. 

 
22)  Can I go to activities during both lunch times and not eat? 

Students are not required to go to the cafeteria to eat but must be in a designated location. The only other 
designated location for students to eat that is NOT the cafeteria is a teacher’s classroom. The teacher must 
approve the student eating lunch in the classroom. Students should ask permission to eat in the room prior to 
leaving the cafeteria or planning to stay in the classroom during their designated lunch/cafeteria time.     
 

23)  Can I leave campus for lunch? 
Students are expected to stay on campus during the lunch block. Students will only be checked out in the Front 
Office if an emergency arises or note turned in prior to first block. Without an excused note, students will be 
required to make-up any missed tutorials due to checking out. Students should not leave campus without first 
checking out in the front office. If a student leaves without permission, administration will follow Policy 4200.  
 


